
Warlingham School uses Barracuda Web Security Gateway to block 
over 4 million requests to non-educational websites per year

Warlingham School is a designated specialist school in ‘Business & Enterprise’ and converted to 

Academy status in 2012. Its business centre is kitted out with state-of-the-art ICT facilities and office 

standard furniture, providing a modern learning environment for students. With 700 computers, 150 

staff laptops and around 90 BYOD devices connecting to the network, having a robust web filter to 

regulate Internet usage is extremely important.

Wasting time
Historically, Lee Palmer, network manager at Warlingham, found that he was spending a lot of time 

rebooting its web filter, which would freeze, halting Internet and email traffic. Not only would this 

disrupt Palmer’s working day, it would also impact on student productivity when teachers were 

using the Internet during lessons. Commenting on the situation, Palmer said: “Our system wasn’t very 

reliable, and I’d spend about forty minutes each day rebooting. This would impact on lessons quite 

significantly and on the administrative staff who use email everyday.”

Restrictive policies
The school’s previous solution was based on IP addresses, instead of individual users, which it found 

restricted them when setting up Internet access policies. Therefore, if a teacher loaned a student their 

laptop, they could find no simple way of changing the levels of Internet access. “Staff have access to 

social media for an hour each day during break time. They are also allowed to use Hotmail and Gmail, 

which the students love because they can use it to access games. So, if a teacher needed to loan a 

student their laptop, it was a lot easier for them to potentially get distracted,” said Palmer.  
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Summary
Warlingham School is an 11-18, 

mixed, comprehensive school that 

serves the population of the North 

Tandridge and South Croydon areas.

Challenges:
• Wasting time rebooting web filter   

• Unreliable system impacting 

student and teachers productivity

Solutions:
• Barracuda Web Security Gateway 610

Results:
• Only brand compatible 

with Citrix platform

• Unrivalled reliability

• Up and running in no time

• Blocks 4 million requests to non-

educational websites per year

• Energizer Updates automatically 

update the list of blocked sites 

every hour to no manual need
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Lee Palmer

Network Manager
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About Barracuda Web Security Gateway
What really bothers management is not knowing what employees are doing on the web: How much time do 

employees spend on social networks or gaming sites? Is anyone downloading malware or pornography? Why is 

the Internet running slowly today? The Barracuda Web Security Gateway gives administrators clear visibility into 

web activity to answer these important questions while blocking today’s aggressive web threats.
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Palmer also had to manually populate lists of websites that either had to be blocked or allowed. This 

was an ongoing process, as new websites are created all the time, meaning Palmer was spending 20 

to 30 minutes per day updating the lists.

Attempting to fix the problem
Initially, Palmer tried to resolve this internally, but was unable to patch the problem. So, he decided to 

search for an alternative solution. His key requirements were to find a web filter that was compatible 

with the schools Citrix platform; provides automatic updates for content filtering; and enabled him to 

quickly and easily enforce individual policies.

With these requirements in mind, and after assessing the various solutions on the market, Palmer 

decided to trial the Barracuda Web Security Gateway 610 for 30 days. Speaking of the trial Palmer said: 

“I was only going to test the Barracuda Web Security Gateway on a separate Internet line, but I was 

really impressed by how reliable and easy it was to use. During the trial we didn’t come across any 

other brand that was compatible with the Citrix platform and enabled us to set individual policies. 

Those were huge unique selling points for us,” said Palmer.   

When the three-month trial came to an end, Palmer was confident that this was the right solution for 

the school. Having approached the schools preferred IT partner, Synetix, the Web Security Gateway 

was implemented within just two hours. Commenting on the implementation process Palmer said: 

“The resellers at Synetix were really helpful and we can’t fault the web filter, it beats our previous 

solution one hundred percent. It’s been up and running and blocking the relevant sites from the 

moment it was plugged in and it’s never given us any downtime.”

Blocking 4 million requests to non-educational websites
The Barracuda Web Security Gateway currently blocks over four million requests to non-educational 

websites per year. These are attempts from both personal devices and school PCs, which include sites 

such as: Twitter, Facebook, MSN Messenger, and StumbleUpon. In addition to this, the solution integrates 

with YouTube for Schools, so students can easily stream educational videos without the distraction of 

music videos. 

If there has been a particular incident where Palmer needs a report detailing an individuals Internet 

activity, he can easily pull up someone’s Internet history using the reporting feature. Although the 

previous solution did have this capability, Palmer was never able to get it to work properly because it 

was rebooted so often.

In terms of threats and blocking non-educational websites, the Barracuda Energize Updates automatically 

update the lists of blocked websites every hour. So, if new inappropriate sites or social media sites are 

created, Barracuda will ensure they are blocked, meaning Palmer doesn’t have to do it manually.

A thumbs-up from Warlingham
Speaking of his experience with Barracuda Networks, Palmer said: “The Barracuda Web Security 

Gateway has saved me one-hundred-and-twently-six hours a year*, meaning I am able to get on with 

more important tasks. We’ve never had any downtime with the Internet, allowing students to be more 

productive. The great thing is that no matter how many times the students attempt to use various 

proxy websites to bypass the policies, they haven’t been successful to-date. So, although the students 

may not like the Barracuda Web Security Gateway, it definitely gets a thumbs-up from me and the rest 

of the staff at Warlingham.”

*Statistic based on 190 school days in a year

Barracuda Web Security 
Gateway Fast Facts
• Predefined content-filtering categories 

• Granular, user-aware policies

• Detailed, real-time visibility

• Integrated spyware and 

virus protection

• Unlimited remote filtering agents 

(models 410 and above)

• Server protection in 

virtual infrastructure


